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Chapter 1841 - It Is Huang 

The bronze palace had blood on its surface that had been previously splashed onto it. Now, it rushed out 

as fast as lightning, carrying chaotic energy, unstoppable. 

This was an immortal artifact. There was a mysterious wave of power that was calling it, guiding it. It 

quickly headed towards the ancient land where Immortal Palace’s inheritance was located. 

Shi Hao didn’t stop it. He knew that this palace definitely had something strange about it. With his 

current cultivation, it still wasn’t enough to control it. If he carried it on him and the artifact spirit 

suddenly attacked him, he would die without a proper burial. 

Heaven’s tears appeared, a rain of blood poured down from the starry sky, indicating the fall of a 

generation’s supreme being, killed here. 

This was the first time he killed a supreme being after entering this domain! 

The Immortal Palace supreme being who previously viewed him as an ant and wanted to kill him several 

times didn’t succeed in the end. Now, he was killed by Shi Hao instead. 

Immortal Palace’s supreme being, before dying, harbored resentment, dying with remaining grievances. 

It was because the enemy he faced was someone who he previously viewed as an insect, yet this insect 

became a dragon, soaring into the heavens, actually taking his life in the end. 

The starry skies became quiet, completely peaceful. 

Shi Hao made a brief stop here, and then he immediately left into the distance, heading towards a 

prearranged area in the starry skies to rendezvous with the little dog. 

“What is the situation?” Shi Hao asked. 

“There’s no way for us to enter. After the immortal formation there revived, that ancient land has been 

completely covered, anyone who enters will die. The small half of the silver dragon essence that 

escaped cannot be seized.” The little dog said regretfully. 

Then, its expression became strange, saying, “You actually really killed a supreme being, you really are a 

freak. You only cultivated for a few decades!” 

It revealed a serious expression saying, “The ruined immortal isn’t dead, so there will definitely be a 

great disaster. He will definitely stake it all against you!” 

What it spoke was the truth. In the past, Shi Hao was crippled precisely by the ruined immortal, 

suffering from the Immortal Breaking Curse. Now, he still hadn’t completely gotten rid of the curse, it 

would flare out every period of time, making him endure a tremendous amount of suffering. 

This type of ancient curse, once he couldn’t hold on anymore, it would immediately completely cripple 

his cultivation. 

Shi Hao wanted to see for himself, once he completely withstood it, just what kind of realm he would 

reach. 



“Ruined immortal, the day will come when I will fight you!” Shi Hao said. 

Thirty years ago, he was stopped in front of Immortal Mountain, looked down on by that ruined 

immortal, able to take his life with a raise of his hand. If not for Five Phase Mountain’s protection, he 

would have already died. 

Despite this being the case, he still returned to the lower realms after enduring great humiliation. 

“The results of today’s battle can’t be hidden. Many people in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths will know 

about it. Even though the scene of heaven’s tears appeared in the starry heavens, some people can still 

sense it.” The little dog said. 

It warned Shi Hao to be careful. If the ruined immortal went crazy and chased after him, things didn’t 

bode well for Shi Hao at all. 

“It’s fine. With the immortal spring eye in hand, he won’t be able to jump around for long, he might not 

even be able to come after me!” Shi Hao said. 

He had reason to think like this, moreover had quite a bit of confidence. It was because the ruined 

immortal was just too weak, body seriously injured. Without the immortal spring eye’s nurturing, he 

would be in an extremely bad state. 

The ruined immortal used to be extremely powerful, he faced the Kun Peng with others, but that 

process wasn’t all that easy. It was precisely during that battle that he was completely crippled. 

He had great dao injuries on him, all types of natural laws and order tangling around him, inseparable 

from his primordial spirit. The reason why he could still remain alive after all this time was completely by 

relying on that immortal spring eye. 

He was incredibly weak, almost an entire great era was spent hiding in the eye of the spring, difficult for 

him to come out. 

Last time, he headed to Immortal Mountain’s Qin Clan to stop Shi Hao, this alone already considered 

quite the risk, using up a great amount of effort. Normally speaking, he couldn’t leave that underground 

spring eye. 

Meanwhile, this time, because it involved whether or not he could enter Immortal Domain, he made 

another exception, going to visit the currently withdrawing Immortal Domain experts, hoping that he 

could follow them into Immortal Domain. 

“When I was fleeing, I could vaguely sense that there was a terrifying individual hurrying towards 

Immortal Palace’s ancient land.” The little dog said. 

The ruined immortal had indeed returned. He stood on the Bronze Immortal Palace, overlooking 

everything in this inheritance, really wanting to go crazy. 

That immortal spring was actually lost, seized by someone, this reality was hard for him to swallow. He 

was still hoping to rely on that eye of the spring to continue living. 

AHHH... 



The ruined immortal roared out, rage rushing into the heavens. He was going crazy, unable to endure 

this type of loss. Without this immortal spring, how was he supposed to spend his days? 

It was precisely as the little dog said, this immortal spring’s nurturing was inappropriate, the handling 

not suitable. As long as it was moved now, a large amount of the immortal dao essence would leak out, 

which was why the ruined immortal didn’t dare rashly move it. 

Who would have thought that after just leaving for such a short amount of time, the eye of the spring 

would be seized by someone? 

“Who? Who is it?!” He was going crazy, his hand grabbing at the heavens, trying to seize that aura. 

Then, a figure condensed, forming Shi Hao’s traces. 

“What? Impossible! How can it be that brat? Wasn’t he crippled by me?!” The ruined immortal became 

stupefied, and then he erupted into anger. 

Nearby, a few creatures exploded under the ruined immortal’s words, directly passing away under his 

wrath, many of them Immortal Palace’s servants. 

This matter couldn’t be concealed. Some people sensed heaven’s tears in the void. 

“What is going on, which supreme being died? This isn’t a darkness aura, it is a supreme being from my 

side.” 

“The ruined immortal is roaring, it’s their old supreme being who died!” 

... 

News transmitted out, shocking all sides. 

“Who is this brazen, actually daring to kill Immortal Palace’s supreme being? One has to know that there 

was a ruined immortal there! This is equivalent to stroking the bottom of a True Dragon, purely seeking 

death!” 

“Who exactly did this?” 

Everyone was discussing this. 

It was clear that this news couldn’t be hidden. There were some who noticed some clues. 

Apart from this, the youngsters who participated in broken Xumi Mountain’s distinguished gathering 

were the most sensitive, immediately realizing that this was most likely Huang. 

In the starry skies, Shi Hao and the little dog quickly left, long leaving the battlefield. They landed on a 

withered celestial body, going into hiding to avoid the head of the storm. 

“Will the ruined immortal go crazy and come look for us? I think we should take different paths!” The 

little dog said, really lacking loyalty. 

Shi Hao remained extremely calm, not scared at all. “With his cautious nature, he definitely won’t act 

rashly immediately. He will die if he leaves the immortal dao essence for too long, and now that there is 



only a portion of the spring eye left, he will definitely try to think of a way to gather it, then nurture his 

self, wait for an opportunity.” 

Shi Hao’s guess was spot on. For the sake of living, the ruined immortal only appeared two or three 

times in an entire great era, always hiding in the underground spring eye, precisely because he was 

scared of death. 

Now, even though he was panicking and in rage, resentful, in the end, he still captured the aura in the 

underground cave, sensing that there was a good amount of the silver dragon still there, leaving him 

overjoyed. He immediately rushed inside. 

His expression was incredibly gloomy, starting to think how he was going to get revenge and kill Huang. 

He was inwardly uneasy. This was just a past little cultivator, someone who was afflicted with the 

Immortal Breaking Curse under his very hands, how could he make it through? He should be crippled, 

and then he should’ve died! 

“The Kun Peng died under my hands, an inheritor like you can also forget about living!” The ruined 

immortal’s words were ice-cold. 

Today, he went to see the currently withdrawing Immortal Domain experts, but in the end, he didn’t 

obtain a satisfactory answer. He most likely couldn’t enter Immortal Domain, the situation extremely 

bad. 

The outside world was in disorder. 

“It’s Huang, he returned!” 

This name was a bit distant. Thirty years already passed, the people of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths all 

thought that he had become an ordinary person, completely unrelated to the world of cultivation. 

However, today, they suddenly heard that it was him, so how could they not be shocked? 

It could be said that after the news went out, it became extremely noisy. The cultivators of the various 

sects were all incredibly shaken. 

“How could it be him? Wasn’t he crippled by the ruined immortal?” 

“You didn’t hear? He displayed great might in broken Xumi Mountain, continuously taking action, 

capturing two of Wang Family’s dragons, even previously fought with Immortal Wang.” 

“Jin Family experienced some unexpected changes, being invaded, this was also done by him!” 

“What? The one who slaughtered his way into Jin Family and injured Jin Taijun was also Huang?!” 

None of the cultivators from various sides could remain calm, all of them stupefied. When news got out, 

they couldn’t help but become horrified. 

Huang, was this person going to defy the heavens? 

Someone who only cultivated for a few decades already became a supreme being, in the future, just 

how far would he reach, how strong would he become? 



That day, he continuously took action against three supreme beings, even killed one of them, just how 

terrifying of an achievement was this? 

This great matter immediately spread through the world under the heavens, triggering a huge uproar. It 

was as if a meteor smashed into the ocean, creating heaven reaching waves. 

“Interesting, there was actually such an outstanding youngster. Invite him over, we wish to meet with 

him.” Even the Immortal Domain’s expert who was currently leading the troops in retreat was startled, 

ordering some people to look for Huang. 

Chapter 1842 - Further Breakthrough 

In the depths of the ice-cold and dark cosmos, on a withered celestial body. 

Shi Hao quietly breathed in and out, white mist entering and leaving his mouth and nose, turning into 

white snakes. They swirled around his body, in the end returning to his mouth and nose. 

As time went on, the scene became more and more mysterious. Large amounts of white radiance 

emerged from his mouth and nose, noises that were like dragon roars and tiger cries sounding, thunder 

rumbling as they swirled about his body. 

He obtained tremendous benefits from that battle. He was currently consolidating his cultivation, 

condensing his dao skills. He hid on a small star in the depths of the cosmos. 

He killed a supreme being in single combat, this type of result was world shocking. He had just achieved 

the dao, yet he could already kill a well-.known veteran expert after a bloody battle. This was extremely 

astonishing. 

This was the most important battle after Shi Hao became a supreme being. Fighting against another who 

achieved the dao brought him extremely deep insights, his benefits great! 

In his opinion, killing a darkness creature who achieved the dao couldn’t compare at all. In Shi Hao’s 

eyes, the creatures of darkness who became supreme beings after they were corroded by darkness 

matter and evolved weren’t true supreme beings. 

If not for them having the darkness matter, able to easily corrode the creatures on the Nine Heavens’ 

side, Shi Hao believed that in a battle at the same level, the so-called darkness supreme beings would all 

be killed. 

The universe was endless, the starry skies boundless. If one truly wished to hide, it would take quite a 

long time for them to be found. 

Moreover, he was already a supreme being, now intentionally hiding his essence energy. If he retracted 

all of his aura, it wouldn’t matter much even if an expert from Immortal Domain came looking for him. 

The little dog dozed off at the side. It really wanted to seize the immortal spring eye, but it had been 

collected by Shi Hao, not given to it to squander away. 

It was given a share of the silver dragon, the essence nurtured within the immortal spring eye. It ate a 

portion of it, and then carefully stowed the remainder. Its eyes were currently closed, refining what it 

ingested. 



This was a great mending substance that could even allow a ruined immortal to continue living. 

The little dog naturally obtained tremendous benefits from it as well. It felt like its crippled cultivation 

seemed to slowly be increasing, a new wave of vitality emerging within its body. 

Shi Hao cultivated peacefully, his mind clear, comprehending his own great dao path. Just a single 

instance of seclusion cultivation lasted more than two months. Meanwhile, in his own consciousness, he 

instead felt as if only four hours had passed. 

The moment he opened his eyes, two streaks of divine radiance rushed out from this celestial body, 

illuminating the dark universe. This was Shi Hao’s gaze, sharp and penetrating. 

“Youngster, not bad, your dao skills have made progress. You really are a freak. Don’t tell me you were 

raised on immortal dragon eggs or something? How is your cultivation speed so fast?” 

“I love eating dog meat, especially dog meat hot pot, this is what helped me grow up.” Shi Hao said with 

a smile, stretching out his body. 

Bark! The little dog was extremely fierce, directly throwing itself over, tearing at Shi Hao fiercely. In its 

opinion, Shi Hao was definitely provoking it. 

Shi Hao wanted to test out his dao fruit, so he wanted to try things out against this extremely 

mysterious little dog. In an instant, great winds stirred about, the stars shaking. 

Great dao radiance was like ripples, spreading in all directions, affecting some stars and meteorites. 

Under these mysterious ripples, they all silently turned into cosmos dust. 

The little dog’s cultivation wasn’t enough. It fell off the divine altar, but its flesh was beyond compare. 

Apart from this, its dao skills weren’t completely useless either, it was still a powerful individual. 

At the very least, normal supreme beings couldn’t do anything to it. 

After a long time passed, this place became quiet. Shi Hao sat down, starting to breathe in and out 

again, starting to cultivate. 

The little dog almost erupted in anger, because one of its eyes was beaten black and blue, apart from 

this, the fur on its tail was almost plucked clean. There was blood at the corners of its lips as well. This 

was completely intolerable. 

However, when Shi Hao tossed over the Everlasting Sword Core into its little claws, its temper 

immediately disappeared, jolting its buttocks, revealing a smile, hugging it and no longer causing 

trouble. 

“I’m going to state this clearly now. I’m lending it to you for a month so you can find out its origins, I’m 

not giving it to you!” Shi Hao said. 

“Don’t worry, this isn’t like an undying herb, I can’t bite through it or break it.” The little dog said. 

If it really was a stalk of long life medicine, immortal spring eye or something else that landed in its 

hands, then there really would be no hope of getting it back! 



Shi Hao didn’t pay it any more attention, starting to cultivate, examining his own body’s methods. 

Immortal mist swirled above his head, wisps gathering into three waves, moving about like three True 

Dragons. 

Then, another appeared, even more thick, after moving about, it rushed into his body. 

Above his head, the three waves of energy turned into flowers, gradually starting to produce fruit! 

There were some fruits that ripened, and then the instant they split apart, there was a figure seated on 

top! 

These were mysterious transformation outsiders couldn’t see through, couldn’t comprehend. Only Shi 

Hao slowly experienced everything alone. 

Half a month later, he woke up again. This time, he completely concluded his cultivation. 

The blood energy on his body was immediately released, instantly becoming much richer. His body was 

like a furnace, illuminating the entire dark cosmos, grand and incomparable powerful! 

The little dog sucked in a cold breath of air, couldn’t help but say, “You really are a monster. You are 

already on the verge of reaching supreme being mid stage?” 

Shi Hao was breaking through! 

The little dog felt like this was truly absurd, this fella too heaven-defying. Wasn’t his cultivation speed a 

bit too fast? Could it be that he really was born to cultivate, someone who was destined to become the 

leading figure of a generation? 

This type of cultivation speed simply left one speechless! 

The little dog was extremely shocked, completely lost for words. It muttered to itself, was this an 

individual truly born to undergo tribulations? 

The world raged, that day would eventually come. Would there really be a creature like this who would 

rise up powerfully during that time? 

The little dog looked like it had seen a ghost! 

“It’s time for us to head back. I believe the ruined immortal should have swallowed that resentment by 

now. He didn’t go crazy, not searching the world for me.” Shi Hao said. 

Two streaks of light tore through the starry sky, heading towards a region of life, leaving this ice-cold 

and deathly still starry domain. 

It was precisely as Shi Hao had predicted. The ruined immortal erupted in anger, but in the end, he still 

endured it. He still feared death too much in the end, not daring to squander away its limited bit of 

lifespan. 

During these past two years, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths were in chaos, difficult to calm down. 



Huang reappeared in this world, overturning reasoning. This exceeded everyone’s expectations. He was 

able to survive even after being afflicted with the Immortal Breaking Curse, his dao skills not lost at all, 

still became a supreme being. This was simply a miracle! 

He fought a great battle against Jin Taijun, fought a darkness supreme being, slaughtered Wang Family’s 

people, killed Immortal Palace’s supreme being... 

These matters, which one of them wasn’t enough to shock the world? 

Moreover, they were all linked up together, all happening in the same day, all clans were shocked, many 

people immediately couldn’t sit still. They were incredibly fretful and uneasy. 

Huang’s name was spreading through the entire world. After not seeing him for thirty years, his return 

caused such a great disturbance, engulfing the entire world in disorder! 

He was just a single person, yet he affected the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, the four seas all shocked! 

Huang was extremely powerful, his style just like the past. This type of methods, this type of ability, who 

could compare? 

Everyone sensed that unless Immortal Domain’s people took action, there were likely not many people 

left who could keep him in check. 

Even if Immortal Wang was the number one in the mortal world, if he wanted to kill Huang, it might still 

be difficult. Everyone had reason to believe that the young Huang, even if he hadn’t reached full 

maturity yet, he could still escape and protect himself. 

“Immortal Domain’s people are looking for Huang. Is this a blessing or misfortune?” 

“I believe that it is an instance of luck! Huang’s aptitude is enough to suppress Immortal Domain’s 

creatures.” 

“That might not necessarily be the case either. Perhaps someone wishes to capture him, see if he has 

any secrets on him. Otherwise, why is there a need to be this open about it?” 

... 

During these past two months, everyone discussed among themselves. They were all guessing at 

Huang’s whereabouts, as well as where he was going to go. 

However, Immortal Domain’s people were withdrawing. In the two months, the great army withdrew, 

some people were still stationed here, but even these people were leaving bit by bit. 

During this period, there were rebellions. Some people couldn’t return to Immortal Domain, completely 

abandoned, but they were ultimately all forcefully subdued! 

“Immortal Domain’s people are going to leave, and they might leave completely this time. When that 

time comes, who can keep Huang in check?” A few people sighed, inwardly worried. 

It was clear that these people were those who had previously stood against Shi Hao, standing on Wang 

Family, Jin Family and Immortal Palace’s side. 



“The ruined immortal actually endured, not taking action. Could it be that even he is scared?” 

“Haha, this really feels good! Killing a supreme being, worthy of being Huang! This type of battle 

accomplishment is worth drinking a few glasses over!” 

The reactions of different sides were different. Some were worried, while others were happy, laughing 

joyously. 

“The most recent news states that Immortal Domain’s emissary hurried to Immortal Palace, issuing a 

decree berating the ruined immortal!” 

Huang suffered from the Immortal Breaking Curse, but didn’t die. His power drew the attention of a few 

creatures from Immortal Domain. Some experts believed that the ruined immortal ought to be 

punished, actually daring to harm this type of genius. 

Moreover, after clamoring for two months, someone passed the decree berating Immortal Domain’s 

lineage, completely ending all hope of the ruined immortal entering Immortal Domain. They clearly told 

him that he could forget about it! n𝑜𝑣𝑒-𝐿𝑏-In 

On top of all of this, when that decree was passed down, they even told him to shut himself in and 

ponder over his mistakes, that he couldn’t appear, that he shouldn’t cause any more trouble. 

They further mentioned that not killing him was to let him atone for his crimes. He had to face the 

creatures of darkness that didn’t retreat when the time came, or else an immortal killing blade would 

come for him, personally take his life! 

When this news was announced, the entire world was in an uproar! 

Chapter 1843 - Cultivationless Era Arrives 

No one thought that there would actually be this result. 

Immortal Domain’s attitude towards the ruined immortal was extremely cold. This was to punish him, 

blame him for previously offending heaven and reason, not distinguishing between right and wrong, 

harming Huang’s dao foundation. 

Not killing him was just for him to atone for his crime! 

This conclusion was extremely terrifying. It meant that if he didn’t do well, some people from Immortal 

Domain would immediately take his life. 

“I never expected this! Huang was actually sheltered by some people in Immortal Domain, regarded this 

highly! The ruined immortal is in huge trouble!” 

“Haha, this really is a punishment that fits the crime! Back then, this ruined immortal put on such airs, 

acting incredibly domineeringly, rushing to Immortal Mountain, insisting on crippling Huang who 

established great merit in Desolate Border. Now, it’s his turn to feel fear!” 

When this news got out, everyone’s reactions were different. There were some people who were 

overjoyed, and then there were some people who sucked in cold breaths of air. 



Currently, Immortal Domain was withdrawing, the darkness creatures also backing up, so it was already 

noisy, an extremely chaotic scene. Now that this type of thing happened, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths 

became increasingly uncalm. 

Previously, the long life families were still trying to boost support, attacking Huang, claiming that he was 

an indiscriminate murderer, but now, they all kept quiet out of fear. 

Their families already chose the paths they were to take, they had to head into Immortal Domain, so 

they didn’t hope to see anything unexpected happen now. 

However, not long after this decree was released, another emissary appeared in Immortal Palace. 

This time, the wording was more tactful. Even though there was blame, there was no punishment, a 

bottle of medicine even bestowed to Immortal Palace, allowing the ruined immortal to preserve his life 

so that he could slaughter enemies in the future. 

What did this mean? The three thousand provinces immediately became quiet, the people of the Nine 

Heavens also becoming stupefied! 

Immortal Domain passed down a different decree, the intentions different. 

Everyone sensed that there were some who were opposed to the ruined immortal, but there were 

others who wished to protect him, having different attitudes, coming from different sects. 

“It seems like the ruined immortal’s origins are not simple!” 

“It is rumored that the later decree came from a young great one from a certain Immortal Domain 

ancient inheritance.” 

The Nine Heavens Ten Earths could not calm down, everyone developing more and more suspicions. 

That day, Shi Hao came out of his seclusion, returning from the depths of the cosmos. When he heard 

these things, his brows furrowed deeply. 

Immortal Domain’s so-called young great one, was it the same youngster from back then, the one who 

plotted against Void God Realm’s darkness heavenly prison? He had previously sent two groups of 

people into Void God Realm, but all of them were subdued in the end. 

Not long afterwards, there was news that came out, that this ruined immortal was related to a certain 

king in Immortal Domain! 

“Heavens, is this true? He is the descendant of a certain ancient immortal king?” 

“No wonder! This type of person will definitely be protected, he won’t die!” 

It was because Immortal Domain’s troops still hadn’t completely withdrawn yet, there were some who 

couldn’t leave for the rest of their lives. They passed out some secrets outsiders didn’t know about. 

These secret rumors were unimaginable, there was no way for everyone else to know about them. 



It was rumored that Immortal Palace’s ruined immortal came from Immortal Domain, previously here to 

command troops. However, he cherished his life greatly, not stepping out and fighting, cared a lot about 

living. 

That was why he lived. 

However, this type of attitude annoyed some experts in Immortal Domain. Even if he was the 

descendant of an ancient immortal king, he was still punished, not allowed to return to the immortal 

earth. 

Just like that, he remained in this realm. 

There were three ruined immortals who had committed great mistakes like him, their circumstances 

similar. 

At the start of the great era, they discovered the seriously wounded Kun Peng. Together with some 

experts at the peak of Mortal Dao, they led a great army to surround it, successfully harming it. 

It was rumored that the reason why they surrounded it was related to them being banished to this 

world. The Kun Peng, in Immortal Domain, had always acted against the ruined immortals, determined 

to banish them. 

This touched upon a deeply rooted opposition in Immortal Domain. 

... 

When these secrets were revealed, even if it was just odd bits and pieces, it still triggered a great uproar 

in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, causing quite a great commotion. 

“The ruined immortal truly is scum!” 

Those with more upright temperaments couldn’t help but curse out. 

“Heh, Huang’s troubles are now bigger. The ruined immortal actually has this type of background! Even 

if he cannot return to Immortal Domain in this life, he will still receive some protection.” 

There were some who spoke like this, as if releasing a breath of relief, feeling like not everyone in 

Immortal Domain admired Huang. 

Just this secret rumor created a great uproar. The various clans all began to discuss this. 

Kacha! 

A streak of blood-colored lightning cut across the sky, interweaving between the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths. Many people felt a chill run through their hearts. 

In recent years, all types of terrifying irregular scenes appeared in this world, the great dao aura 

becoming increasingly abnormal. It was at times vague, impossible to sense, but at times violent, about 

to cut down all life. 

An age without cultivation really was going to completely arrive! 

Its terrifying effects were just too great, leaving everyone horrified. 



During this critical time, the darkness creatures were backing up, Immortal Domain also withdrawing. 

Meanwhile, there were even some things that happened between the ruined immortal and Huang. His 

world was definitely going to become increasingly chaotic. 

“Yi, the creatures of darkness have withdrawn. Look, the darkness matter is no longer as thick, 

becoming more and more sparse!” 

Someone cried out, becoming extremely happy. 

However, with a hong noise, heaven and earth collided, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths merging. There 

was another portion of the ancient great continent that linked up, finally becoming one entity. 

In just a few days, a few people’s souls trembled, feeling like they were experiencing judgment day. 

This wasn’t good news at all. The creatures of darkness hurriedly withdrew, because they felt the terror 

of an age without cultivation, running for their lives. 

When Shi Hao returned, he quietly experienced the changes of this world. He didn’t feel any fear, not 

trying to enter Immortal Domain. 

Meanwhile, during these days, the various great long life families used all of their methods to enter 

Immortal Domain. They all wanted to leave this world that was gradually becoming devoid of cultivation. 

The effects were too great, some negative effects appearing. 

For example, some creatures who lived over a million years, but weren’t supreme beings yet began to 

wither away one after another, their lifespans reaching their end. 

In reality, there was a portion of people who already died in meditation ahead of time! 

An age without cultivation really was arriving, it was gradually approaching! 

It was hard to imagine just what kind of result there would be in the end. Was that day really going to 

come, when one couldn’t cultivate in this world anymore? Would there be no more cultivators left? 

Now, there were even supreme beings who would die from old age! 

The most powerful individuals’ lifespans were reduced by a hundredfold! 

Shi Hao waited a few days, but no one looked for him. The ruined immortal didn’t show himself, so he 

gradually calmed down, going to seek out his old friends. 

It was because he already knew that most of these people were most likely going to enter Immortal 

Domain! 

He released a light sigh. After this separation, he didn’t know when they would be able to meet again. 

According to what he heard, once they entered Immortal Domain, for the sake of escaping the influence 

of an age without cultivation, those Immortal Domain gates would shut, impossible to open again in a 

short period of time. 

For Immortal Domain, the so-called short period of time might easily be hundreds of thousands of years, 

perhaps half a great era, perhaps even until an entire great era passed! 



This long period of separation was already equivalent to eternal parting. 

If Shi Hao didn’t enter Immortal Domain, then he might die of old age in this world. 

An age without cultivation, supreme beings could only live ten thousand or so years! 

If an even crueler and more severe age arrived, an age when one truly couldn’t cultivate anymore 

appeared, the younger supreme beings might only have a few thousand years to live. n))𝕠/(𝓋)-𝞮.)𝓁-.𝑏-
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As for which course to follow, Shi Hao was also faced with a choice. He had to give up something. 

According to what he knew, Qing Yi and Heaven Mending Dao were headed into Immortal Domain, 

there shouldn’t be any mistake here. 

Sky Severing Sect, Wang Family and others should have a chance of entering too. 

Ten Crown King, Shi Yi, Tuogu Yulong, Lan Xian, Great Xu Tuo, and the others, if nothing unexpected 

happened, these geniuses should also be chosen to enter Immortal Domain. 

The ones Shi Hao recognized, as long as they were outstanding, they would all leave this realm! 

Chapter 1844 - There Is a Place 

Was this world going to be abandoned? 

Shi Hao sighed. Many people were going to leave. He didn’t know what would remain after an age 

without cultivation. Once the cruelest age descended, would there truly be no dao left to speak of? 

A clear breeze blew past. Shi Hao began to move about, stepping on the yellow leaves, moving forward. 

“I am going to go.” The little dog actually suddenly said this. 

“En?” What left Shi Hao slightly shocked was that when he woke up, this little dog was actually going to 

leave so suddenly. Despite being rather fierce and cunning, its background also mysterious, after 

following him for a few months, they developed some friendly relations 

“Where are you going?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Immortal Domain.” The little dog said with an extremely sunken expression, no longer carrying its past 

carefreeness, nor did it act fiercely. Instead, its mood was heavy, as if it had many things to consider. 

This type of temperament was completely different from its past nature. 

“Acting this serious isn’t your style.” Shi Hao said. 

“Who can see through who, who can hide everything? This world is becoming more and more 

complicated. Our laughter and good times in the mortal realm, will still become things of the past in the 

end.” The little dog said to itself. 

Shi Hao was shocked. Did this little dog get provoked or something? 

“Why do you suddenly want to enter Immortal Domain?” Shi Hao asked. 



“Perhaps that is my true place of return. There are some old matters that I never obtained answers 

from, so I need to seek them out.” The little dog replied. 

According to what it said, an age without cultivation was going to arrive. Immortal Domain’s gates were 

definitely going to completely close, the duration might be as long as a great era. If it didn’t enter now, 

then there wouldn’t be a chance anymore. 

“Don’t you have enemies there?” Shi Hao reminded. Its so-called human pet had long achieved 

immortality. If he discovered that the little dog entered, he might just skin it alive. 

“Even though I might die, I have no choice. I previously followed Without End Immortal King, I have no 

choice but to repay this gratitude.” The little dog replied. 

Now, it no longer called itself an immortal king, but rather remained extremely serious like an old 

pedant, no longer acting frivolously, not acting brazenly. 

“Without End Immortal King, even though he was from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, he had also visited 

Immortal Domain, sought the limits of the great dao, verifying some things.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he was quite shocked. What did Without End Immortal King need to verify? 

“He was proficient in the great dao of time. Later on, he previously researched the changes of time with 

Reincarnation Immortal King, as well as reincarnation, wishing to see if there were certain rules and laws 

of behavior.” 

“Laws of behavior?” Shi Hao’s interest was seized. 

“Following Emperor Collapse to Immortal Ancient, and then to the future’s great showdown, is there an 

ultimate reincarnation, or are there some people who will reincarnate.” The little dog said with a sunken 

voice. 

“What are you trying to say?” Shi Hao’s expression became extremely serious. This topic was a bit 

heavy, and also a bit lofty. 

“Starting from Emperor Collapse, great eras have passed one after another. This is like a terrifying 

reincarnation. The world’s changes, is this a process?” The little dog said. 

“Also, the so-called great showdown, is this the ending? Those who have the qualifications to 

participate, are they the ones pushing this reincarnation cycle, or are they going to be the ones 

reincarnated?” The little dog said to itself. 

Shi Hao knew that even though it only spoke about bits and pieces, it revealed many things. These were 

clues that Without End Immortal King and Reincarnation Immortal King discovered, the things they were 

trying to clear up. 

“Is it really the events of the past that are reincarnating, or the people who are?” The little dog 

continued. 

“You wish to find out these things in Immortal Domain?” Shi Hao asked. 



“With my dao skills, I most likely won’t be able to. I won’t be able to get further than Without End 

Immortal King and Reincarnation Immortal King.” The little dog shook its head. 

“Then what do you wish to achieve?” Shi Hao was confused. 

“I only wish to find Without End Immortal King, I do not want him to die.” The little dog carried grief. 

Shi Hao was stunned. Didn’t Without End Immortal King die? His blood soaked the war banner, buried in 

the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, even his bell ruined, lacking the artifact spirit, becoming a bell. 

“He did die, but I can’t accept it!” The little dog released a low roar, his emotions downcast, carrying the 

sorrow that spanned across endless time. 

What could this change? Even if he went, it would still be meaningless. Even though Shi Hao didn’t say 

anything more, he lightly patted its shoulder. 

“No, that’s not it. Perhaps there might be a place where it really might be able to change something.” 

The little dog said. n--O𝑽𝑬𝐿𝓑1n 

It couldn’t fully comprehend the great dao achievements of Without End Immortal King, nor could it see 

through Reincarnation Immortal King’s research results, but it still listened to some of their discussions. 

The little dog didn’t believe that it could completely understand this type of reasoning, but it heard that 

there might be a place that was full of variables. 

“There is a place where Without End can be found again!” The little dog’s eyes gradually developed 

spirit, becoming more and more resolute. 

There was a place? 

“That place is linked to the heavens, to the spirit, to the past and present, perhaps able to display a 

miracle!” The little dog said firmly. 

This was a place Without End and Reincarnation Immortal Kings had brought up. They previously 

wanted to go there and examine this place, one of the secret lands they wanted to use to verify what 

they knew. 

Unfortunately, they didn’t have time to do these things. The most intense great battle suddenly 

erupted, giving up their lives on the battlefield. 

“Goodbye. I feel that you are quite special, I can vaguely recall memories of you. I don’t know if it was 

because of the corner of the future that was seen, or if there is a mysterious type of feeling, a type of 

enlightenment.” 

Before leaving, the little dog was extremely serious, staring at Shi Hao, actually saying this. 

In reality Shi Hao could already tell that this little dog felt disdain beneath contempt for others, 

extremely insolent, immediately calling others human pet, but towards him, even though there was a bit 

of bickering, it still acted with a bit of propriety, extremely careful. 

It was as if it innately felt some type of fear towards Shi Hao’s potential. Even if it dared to bare its fangs, 

it didn’t dare go too far. 



“You’ve seen a corner of my future?” Shi Hao said. 

“You know that my body was previously hacked until it was ruined. When I was buried there, my 

primordial spirit was almost completely scattered, almost nothing left. Even though that place innately 

nurtures corpses, nurtures the soul, after being buried for a great era, whether I am still myself is up for 

debate. I only have some remnant wills, many things impossible for me to recall.” The little dog said, its 

head lowered. 

Its words were heavy, carrying a type of indescribable sorrow. 

It was because it pretty much died in battle back then! Now, it was nothing more than a bit of ruined 

soul fragments that regained sentience in a corpse, producing a new primordial spirit. 

From a certain perspective, it was already no longer the past expert. 

Being able to recall some things of the past was already heaven-defying! 

“When one is alive, there will always be some type of goal. Youngster, goodbye. There shouldn’t be any 

more chances for us to see each other in this life. If there is reincarnation, then let us meet again in the 

distant future!” The little dog left. 

It went to look for a path, wishing to see if there was anything miraculous there, wishing to see 

someone from the past. 

It left just like that? 

Shi Hao was a bit disappointed and frustrated. He still had many things he wanted to ask it, but he 

momentarily didn’t know where to start from. 

He chased after it, silently seeing it off, wishing to speak out several times. 

“This realm, this great era, is already beyond saving. You need to make your own decision soon.” The 

little dog turned around. 

“Are things really that bad?” 

“Do you feel that you have the power to cut through ten thousand ages with a single blade? Or, in other 

words, do you have the most important strength? A sword to sever ten thousand ages, one generation 

one reincarnation! In the long river of time, the rise and fall of great eras, just how many powerful 

individuals were there? Can you stop them, can you slaughter your way through? Even if only one 

creature emerges from a great era, they will still be hard to face!” 

The little dog left, completely disappearing. 

Chapter 1845 - Chaos Before Departure 

Immortal Domain’s gate was flowing with light and color. There was a metal gate there that plugged up 

the void, separating the two realms. 

It could only be said that the realm was too powerful, having a gate forged together by those with 

unmatched magical force. It could sever the bridge between heaven and earth. If it didn’t open again, no 

one could break in. 



Groups after groups of people departed, heading on the path of return. Generally speaking, these 

people all felt a great burden released from them when they entered through the gate. They weren’t 

abandoned, they could go back. 

Recently, there were many people who died. The ones who fought with the creatures of darkness, 

contaminated by the darkness substance, could never return in this life. They started to rebel, but were 

ruthlessly put down. 

Among them, some of them turned around, seeking refuge in the various life restricted regions of the 

Nine Heavens. 

After this, everything would end. They were all returning without achieving anything, the Cultivationless 

Age still completely descending, they had to leave. 

The little dog came, turning into a small golden cat, hiding inside of a young lady’s embrace. It narrowed 

its eyes, in the end looking towards the distant heaven and earth. 

Its eyes carried disappointment and frustration, carried regret. It had previously said that even if it was 

going to die, it still wanted to be buried in this land, but now, it had to leave. 

The True Dragon blood divine cat had naturally been suppressed by it as well, taking its place. It was 

going to secretly follow a great figure’s daughter into Immortal Domain, and then seek out Without 

End’s whereabouts. 

Shi Hao also came, but the little dog had already left, successfully entering Immortal Domain! 

Shi Hao stood in the distance, watching quietly. That metal gate was extremely sturdy. He could sense 

that it condensed the imprints of more than a single immortal king, no creatures of this realm could 

break through it! 

He had previously entered Immortal Domain with Sanzang and Shenming. At that time, the gate they 

entered through was a stone gate, not this one. 

While watching groups leave one after another, he released a light sigh. What path should he take? 

Should he also go into Immortal Domain? Were there people waiting there with a trap for him to jump 

into? 

Shi Hao turned around, firmly and resolutely leaving into the distance. 

Perhaps he had to immediately say his goodbyes to some old friends. There were some people who 

were still here, it wasn’t too late yet to see them, not heading in that place that all cultivators looked 

forward to, the enchanting great sacred world -- Immortal Domain. 

In the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, during these past thirty years, over half of it had been corrupted by 

darkness matter, becoming a place ordinary creatures couldn’t step foot into. 

However now, the black mist spread, the true mysterious creatures behind it withdrawing. 

Before Immortal Domain’s cultivators and creatures of darkness left, it was undoubtedly chaotic, there 

was no way for this place to be at peace. n𝗼𝑣𝗲/𝒍𝓫/1n 



This was especially the case later on, with strange creatures appearing from time to time, unleashing 

slaughter. They came from the darkness, going far from home to search for what they needed. 

Apart from this, there were also those abandoned by Immortal Domain, as well as some individuals from 

Immortal Domains who had different motives, secretly plotting things, blood purging a few inheritances 

to obtain heavenly materials and earthly treasures. 

They were about to leave. The various powers all felt uneasy, all of them wishing to seize what they 

could before leaving. 

Pu! 

A head flew. That person carried unwillingness, as well as shock. 

It was because he was a half supreme being, about to achieve the dao, but he was still killed by a 

youngster. 

Shi Hao’s face was expressionless. When doing this matter, his heart was as cold as steel. Along the way, 

he slaughtered more than one group of people, among them were darkness experts, as well as Immortal 

Domain cultivators. 

“You locusts, you still want to plunder a bit before leaving? This world has already been beaten into 

ruins by you all, causing the Cultivationless Age to arrive ahead of time!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

It was precisely under this type of circumstances that the Nine Heavens Ten Earths became 

unprecedentedly chaotic. Everyone was panicking, many inheritances unable to sit still. 

Even long life families were going to leave, not hesitating to exchange their clans’ true scriptures and 

other things, let alone these ordinary clans. 

In reality, at this point, even the higher level of Immortal Domain stationed here, those powerful 

leaders, turned a blind eye to these things, not paying attention to these troublemakers, only hoping 

that they could return smoothly. 

There were restrictions set by the higher ups, that each day, only a set amount of people can return. It 

was because they still had to be on guard against a final assault from the creatures of darkness. 

“My Wang Family is finally about to leave. However, eldest brother, brother five and brother eight all 

landed in Huang’s hands. We cannot even find him!” 

“We need to find him and kill him!” 

Wang Family’s dragons were discussing this. 

After Immortal Wang’s association with others, his dealings with Immortal Domain’s experts, they 

obtained an opportunity, their entire sect able to enter Immortal Domain. 

The Chaos Calming Art, for Immortal Domain’s highest level inheritance, was extremely enticing! 

“He won’t be able to continue living!” 

“I hope father can find him, and then personally end his life, and not let someone else deal with him.” 



Wang Family’s dragons’ faces were cold, carrying killing intent. What left them regretful was that 

Immortal Wang was currently extremely busy, needing to do some negotiating with Immortal Domain. 

“Us brothers should head out together. If we are together, with the formations’ support, we should be 

able to kill him. Together with Old Nine’s cultivation reaching such a great level now, already a world 

shocking expert, we have enough certainty of success!” 

While Wang Family was discussing among themselves, other clans were also discussing this. 

There were some who were excited, some who were moved, but also some who were disappointed. 

Long life families, these clans pretty much all had a solution, obtaining the qualifications to enter 

Immortal Domain. 

“Huang, it truly is a pity that I actually cannot kill you, unable to get rid of this hatred. It truly is one of 

my greatest regrets in this life!” Inside Jin Family, Jin Taijun roared, her face warping, full of resentment. 

Last time, Shi Hao chased after her, slaughtering his way into Jin Family, almost making her suffer 

irreversible harm. This was a great humiliation. The glorious long life Jin Family, known as one of the 

most powerful families of this great era, was actually tossed and turned by a younger generation like 

this. 

Shi Hao began to walk quietly alone. Unknowingly when, he arrived outside Heaven Mending Dao. This 

was a sacred pure land on equal footing with a long life family, it could be considered an everlasting and 

imperishable inheritance. 

“My humble self is Hong Zhen, I admire Heaven Mending Dao’s Fairy Yue Chan greatly. I have come to 

seek an audience with her.” 

Shi Hao actually saw this scene. It was a white-clothed young man who brought some people with him, 

standing outside Heaven Mending Dao’s gate, wishing to see this sect’s holy lady. 

“He came to see Qing Yi?” 

Shi Hao said quietly, not getting close. In reality, when he got closer, with his incomparably powerful, 

transcendent-like supreme being divine senses, he already sensed that there were other people waiting 

around. 

There were people who were guarding that place like a tree stump for rabbits. Were they waiting for 

him to go up, wishing to ambush him here? 

Even if it was a supreme being, it would be hard to develop this type of vague feeling. It was because 

they were hidden just too well. 

Who was this Hong Zhen? What did he have to do with the hidden experts? 

Shi Hao released a light sigh. As a cultivator, regardless of where one was, they could blend into their 

surroundings. Even though they still experienced times of hubbub and joy, they always moved between 

life and death dangers. 



With an age without cultivation approaching, the various great powers were all about to leave, did these 

people still wish to scheme against him? 

“Hong Zhen admires Heaven Mending Dao’s Fairy Yue Chan, I came specially to meet you.” That white-

clothed youngster spoke up again. 

The people at his side were all extremely strong. At this time, they released wisps of great dao aura. 

There were people who walked over from where the mountain gate was, also dressed in white clothes, 

beautiful like immortals. 

“My clan is willing to guide the entire Heaven Mending Dao’s entire sect into Immortal Domain.” The 

white clothed-youngster Hong Zhen said. 

“Why have you arranged troops outside my Heaven Mending Dao?” Qing Yi spoke. She walked out 

together with some important figures from the sect. 

“I heard that recently, there was a human cultivator named Huang who has acted in an extremely fierce 

and savage manner. I worry that he might cause trouble, so I wish to capture and kill him here.” Hong 

Zhen replied with a smile. 

In the distance, Shi Hao’s expression became grave. This was arranged by Hong Zhen’s family. Were 

there some parties who didn’t wish for peace even before leaving? 

He sensed that this was most likely the Immortal Domain Hong Family the little dog had previously 

subdued, their old ancestor called a human pet. 

More than two months ago, when he captured Wang Da, there were people from Hong Family who 

stepped out, scared by the little dog until they trembled in fear, knelt on the ground. 

Now, did this clan wake up? Did they not feel any more fear? They actually came here to ambush him. 

Shi Hao was quiet like a green lotus, not moving at all. His feet stood in the air, watching all of this. 

“You can leave.” Qing Yi said. 

“Distinguished heir, my sect already has another way. Soon, we will all migrate over.” An elder also 

spoke. 

“Heh, is that so? So there were other Immortal Domain inheritances that reached agreements with you 

all? However, I didn’t come here purely for Fairy Yue Chan, I also wish to capture and kill Huang.” The 

white-clothed Hong Zhen said indifferently. His hands were moved behind his back, his expression 

turning a bit cold. 

“Three supreme beings? They really know how to make moves. However, they want to ambush me 

without an immortal?” 

Shi Hao said quietly. He silently drew the sword core, and then rushed into action. In that instant, it was 

as if a comet smashed into the great earth, tearing apart the heavens, fast to the point where no one 

could react. 

A sword cut across the skies! 



Cold radiance illuminated the nine heavens! 

Pu! 

Sword energy crushed the universe, sweeping over. Before Hong Zhen could react at all, the space 

between his brows was already struck, blood gushing everywhere. His eyes were completely widened as 

he fell on his back, corpse collapsing here. 

There were supreme beings here wishing to ambush Huang, yet they couldn’t even react in time. 

No one expected Huang to be here at this moment! 

Chapter 1846 - Unhurried 

One sword cut across the heavens! 

Cold light flickered like chains of stellar streams, sweeping through the universe. 

Hong Zhen directly died, a bloody hole that wasn’t all that large appearing between his brows, 

continuously dripping blood, already a corpse. 

“Ah...” The people nearby screamed out. There were supreme beings who released roars, shocking 

heaven and earth, the heavens immediately exploding. 

They never expected for Huang to take action decisively at this moment, resolute and vicious. A sword 

ended Hong Family’s up and coming youngster, this heroic talent withering away, blood splashing across 

this sacred earth. 

This type of sound was enough to make the suns, moons, and stars fall, crush numerous experts to 

death, but Hong Family’s supreme beings didn’t attack Heaven Mending Dao. The sound waves were 

immediately withdrawn, the destructive force disappearing. 

With a sou noise, a supreme being appeared in front of Hong Zhen, endless auspicious multicolored light 

rushing out from his palm, wishing to save his life. 

However, how could this be possible?! 

The attack of a supreme being was something a Self Release Realm genius could not withstand no 

matter how brilliant he was. Hong Zhen’s body looked fine, but with just a slight touch, he turned into a 

rain of light. 

One streak of sword energy severed three worlds! 

Even if there was reincarnation, even if there was an afterlife, this person would still be completely 

dead, rebirth turning to nothing. That sword energy was like a tide, long destroying all life force. 

After the rain of light passed, everything turned to ashes. 

Dong! 

There were people who faced each other in the skies. The other two supreme beings attacked, wishing 

to capture Shi Hao. With three great experts here, Huang actually dared to act so unrestrained. 



The one who he killed was Hong Zhen, but what was cut was their dignity. 

Chi! 

The third supreme being also attacked, giving up on Hong Zhen, rushing murderously into the heavens. 

Heaven Mending Dao was located in a spiritual refined place. There were divine mountains everywhere, 

full of white mist, rising auspicious brilliance, truly a beautiful place. Draconic energy surged into the air. 

In this place, there were floating islands, ancient cities that didn’t fall, as well as fragrant divine 

medicines, even more so immortal dao remains. 

Today, a great battle happened outside the mountain gate. Their formations completely revived, not 

daring to hesitate for even a moment. The sect protecting great formation activated, releasing streak 

after streak of immortal energy. 

“Huang truly possesses a world shocking divine might!” An elder said with a sigh. 

“This type of individual, in an entire great era, there can only be one!” Another nodded. 

“No matter how strong he is, so what? Will he be able to enter Immortal Domain? All of his 

achievements have already reached their limit.” Another elder said, shaking his head. 

This represented different attitudes in Heaven Mending Dao. 

Qing Yi’s eyes were like water, calmly looking forward. Brilliant divine multicolored light was released 

from the depths of her eyes. Her white clothes fluttered about, immortal dao energy becoming more 

and more rich. 

However, her heart wasn’t calm at all, deep within her, there was great conflict. Sometimes, she was 

Yue Chan, but sometimes, she became Qing Yi. The past bits and traces appeared one after another. 

In this life, her fate trajectory was constantly tangled with that person’s. What course should she take, 

what should she give up on, what kind of choice should she make? 

Qing Yi’s eyes became misty, carrying bits of water. In a daze, the scenes of the past appeared one after 

another, rushing towards her. 

Immediately afterwards, she became quiet, cold like the moon, carrying an aloof aura. This was Yue 

Chan. She was already striving to transcend, to not have any other thoughts in this life, only wishing to 

achieve immortality. 

The ways of the secular world, all of it had to be severed! 

She could brandish her sword, hack off these final last thoughts. 

“Qing Yi, are you still there?” In the heavens above, Shi Hao rushed about, fighting against the three 

great supreme beings. He looked down, asking like this. 

“You should leave, do not think about the past anymore. Qing Yi has already cut off her thoughts of the 

past, wishing to ascend the path of heaven, enter Immortal Domain.” An elder from Heaven Mending 

Dao said. 



“Little friend, you should just leave quickly. Otherwise, you might alert some who bear malice against 

you.” Among them, there was one who was quite amiable, advising like this. 

Shi Hao looked towards Qing Yi, asking, “Are you going to leave this realm?” 

Qing Yi’s body moved. She slowly raised her arm, as if she wanted to wave, but soon afterwards, that 

jade arm froze, not moving anymore. 

She was experiencing more and more internal conflict. The two souls that merged into one seemed like 

they wanted to split apart again, clashing. This represented a completely human natural state of mind. 

What should she do? 

“Please leave!” Another person from Heaven Mending Dao said, staring at Shi Hao. 

In order to bring the entire sect into Immortal Domain, they developed close relations with an ancient 

and powerful inheritance. They might have to rely on that individual who was born with the great 

aptitude of an immortal king. 

Even though the current Huang was truly powerful, he was at odds with some of Immortal Domain’s 

inheritances. They already received quite a bit of information, and as such didn’t wish for side issues to 

keep growing. 

For example, the ancestor of the ruined immortal and the inheritance of a certain young great one, both 

of them previously had conflict with Huang! 

Entering Immortal Domain was something even Heaven Mending Dao had to be careful with. If their 

relationship with Huang was too close, then that might produce many unpredictable situations. 

“Qing Yi!” Shi Hao shouted, his voice becoming louder. 

Heaven Mending Dao, in this place, spiritual mountains appeared one after another, incredibly hazy, 

white mists swirling about. A beautiful figure stood there, hesitating, pacing back and forth. In the end, 

she seemed to be shaking her head. 

“Little friend, you should leave! Please take care of yourself!” Heaven Mending Dao’s dao lord spoke. 

Finally, Qing Yi stood there, slowly shaking her head. 

“Understood. Goodbye!” Shi Hao said, and then he fiercely rushed into the heavens. 

“Where do you think you are going?!” The three great experts chased after him together, wishing to kill 

Huang, capture him. 

Right at this time, Shi Hao’s body split into three. When the three great dao flowers bloomed, it was as if 

he had a few more bodies. They separately rushed towards different directions. 

He left just like that. Qing Yi’s heart fiercely pulled back, feeling great pain, even greater disappointment 

and frustration. She raised her jade-like arm, reaching it towards the heavens. 



In Heaven Mending Dao, everyone revealed expressions of shock. They never expected this young 

genius who shocked the Nine Heavens Ten Earths to be this decisive, leaving into the distance just like 

that. 

There were also those who felt disappointment and frustration. Anyone could see Huang’s exceptional 

talent. This type of person, if he entered Immortal Domain, if he could achieve immortality, just what 

kind of domineering presence would he have? 

Unfortunately, he wasn’t going, and in this world, there was no way of achieving immortality! 

It was impossible now, it would also be impossible in the future! 

This realm was destined to enter an age without cultivation! n𝗼𝑣𝗲/𝒍𝓫/1n 

Who can create a miracle, who can break through the shackles? There wasn’t even any way of 

cultivating anymore, what immortal ascension was there to speak of?! 

Pu! 

In the distance, there was a streak of heaven reaching sword radiance, expanses of stars hacked down. 

Apart from this, there was an arm that fell from above together with a shoulder. 

The supreme beings from Immortal Domain, while separately chasing after Huang, one of them was 

cleaved in half. His entire body was falling, carrying a rain of blood. 

The blood of supreme beings could destroy mountains and rivers. Everything rumbled with loud noise, 

the scene horrifying. 

Everyone from Heaven Mending Dao was horrified when they saw this. This was precisely Huang. Before 

he left, he still delivered this stunning blade strike, slicing off the arm of one of the supreme beings. 

However, the scene still wasn’t done. Suddenly, a divine rainbow light descended from above, too fast, 

as if it was an emperor star from the distant past, smashing down on all things. 

Honglong! 

This was Huang. He actually didn’t withdraw, but rather pressed forward, slaughtering his way back, 

chasing after the wounded individual, wishing to kill him. 

“You...” Hong Family’s supreme being was greatly alarmed. Huang was just too daring, actually daring to 

act like this! 

“Younger generation, where do you think you are going?!” The other two chased after fake targets, but 

now, they crazily slaughtered their way back. 

Peng! 

The supreme being who lost an arm was rammed into by that immortal king like figure descending from 

the sky. He coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, flying outwards, moreover suffering another cut. 

With a pu sound, after being cut by this sword, his entire body cracked apart, ravaged by sword energy. 

Ah... 



This person screamed out, breaking apart inch by inch. Under the sword radiance, large amounts of 

bloody mist surged, the scene horrifying. 

However, the other two finally slaughtered their way over, quickly protecting him, taking action, helping 

him neutralize the sword energy. However, he was still seriously injured, his fighting strength 

diminished. 

Three great experts stood together, no longer daring to split up now, not chasing again, instead on 

guard. Moreover, they began to burn a yellow talisman, transmitting a message. 

“If you dare follow me further, I will kill you all without exception!” Huang said. 

He thus left, extremely easygoing and unrestrained, departing into the starry skies in front of their faces. 

This was just too shameful. Three great experts ambushed him together, yet one of them was seriously 

injured. Their faces were ashen. This truly was too embarrassing. How could Huang be this strong? 

In Heaven Mending Dao, everyone was speechless, all of them shaken. 

“Qing Yi, before you leave, I will send the true you off.” This calm voice sounded from the depths of the 

heavens, only Qing Yi able to hear it. 

Chapter 1847 - Clamoring 

After Shi Hao left, a streak of immortal light flew over from the distant unknown, directly landing in 

front of Heaven Mending Dao’s divine gates. It was glistening with splendor, holy and flawless. 

This was an immortal dao weapon, a Heaven Measuring Ruler. It was pure white like jade, but it wasn’t 

an ordinary immortal artifact. It was activated by someone, now reviving, incomparably powerful. 

It was ready to launch an attack at any time, swirling with many types of terrifying immortal energy, 

filled with a world eradicating aura! 

However, Huang had already left, no traces to be found anymore. 

“Huang, do you dare come and fight?!” That seriously wounded elder seethed with rage, really wishing 

he could immediately cut down Huang. 

The starry skies were quiet, there was no response. 

The three individuals made offerings, and then they controlled the immortal artifact, rushing into the 

cosmos, wishing to find him. 

In reality, Shi Hao heard it, but he didn’t pay this any attention. 

Originally, he wanted to wait and ambush them, but he sensed that this immortal artifact was quite 

special. The Heaven Measuring Ruler was brilliant, supported by the terrifying divine will of a certain 

existence, so he didn’t show himself. 

News spread. The world was in disorder. 



No one deliberately tried to spread news of this battle, but it was still leaked out, spreading under the 

heavens. The entire world quickly learned of it, all who did couldn’t help but sigh. Huang really was 

formidable! 

This was someone from an Immortal Domain inheritance! Three great experts ambushed him, yet in the 

end, he still calmly left, almost killing one of the supreme beings! 

Recently, it was always Huang’s information going around, all rumors related to him. 

He didn’t appear even once in thirty years, yet he achieved supreme being level. Now, he was actually 

powerful to this degree! 

“This is his style, he never bowed down, never willing to lower his head. Even when facing Immortal 

Domain’s people, he isn’t willing to lower his own dignity. However, it truly is unfortunate for this 

Huang.” An elder said with a light sigh. 

“Why are you saying that it is unfortunate?” His disciple was confused. 

“His actions have already proven that he has made his choice. He isn’t going to enter Immortal Domain. 

Meanwhile, immortal ascension is not possible here, so no matter how stunning he is, he still isn’t a 

match for time, destined to eventually pass away.” The elder said with a sigh. 

Huang was this decisive, already deciding what to give up on. He wouldn’t lower his head, wouldn’t 

bend his knees. However, if he stayed behind like this, how was he supposed to achieve immortality? 

Right now, the greater environment didn’t even allow for one to pass through that barrier, so once an 

age without cultivation arrived, what then? The situation was already set in stone! 

There were many matters that didn’t need to be waited for to know the results, the people could 

already foresee the results. 

Huang was this decisive, his fate already set. Everyone knew this. 

“It is too much of a pity. A supreme being under five hundred years! He is history’s number one in this 

great era. I heard that in Immortal Ancient Great Era, there didn’t seem to be this type of freak either!” 

“It truly can’t be helped for Huang. The ruined immortal’s bloodline’s ancestor is an ancient but still 

living immortal king! That level of magical power is just heaven overflowing! How is he supposed to go 

inside? If he dares show himself in Immortal Domain, he would undoubtedly die!” 

If it was a true immortal, then that was one thing, but this was an immortal king! 

Apart from this, would there be any lack of true immortals? This type of inheritance, just about any 

expert they sent out would be a tragedy of death! 

“He has heaven warping talent, fought bloodily in Desolate Border, but all of it is going to amount to 

nothing!” 

Many people felt regret for Shi Hao, feeling pity. This type of individual, with favorable conditions, 

would become a dragon, but he lacked this type of opportunity! 



Now, he was going to be trapped here, destined to be without any hope, have no chance left with 

immortality. No matter how stunning he was, he would still die of old age in this realm. 

His lifespan wouldn’t be extremely long. An age without cultivation was arriving, so he would at most 

have another ten thousand years to cultivate. 

“His talent is exceptional, originally number one in this great era!” 

“History’s youngest supreme being, it is a bit regretful!” 

“From past until now, he is the most powerful young expert!” 

These people weren’t stingy with their praise at all, full of admiration. Strictly in terms of cultivation, he 

indeed deserved this type of praise. 

Only, it was a bit regretful. What accompanied him would only be a declining, decaying world. There was 

no hope, it would gradually decay. 

In the end, in this era without cultivation, he was destined to quietly watch the years pass alone, his 

companions would grow old and pass one one after another. 

However, despite this being the case, even if Shi Hao didn’t enter Immortal Domain, the conclusion was 

set. There were still some people who didn’t wish to let him go, unable to let go of their hatred! 

This was naturally the result of Wang Family, Jin Family, and others pushing the agenda. There was also 

Immortal Palace and the clans who bore hostility against the sinner’s bloodline. 

“You all praise Huang, but I do not agree. Even if he has unmatched talent, his killing intent was too 

strong. He slaughtered my generation’s cultivators and deserves to be punished!” 

An elder jumped out, his cultivation not weak, calling this into question. 

“The ones who Huang killed are all people that should be killed, why can’t he? He fought bloodily in 

Desolate Border, killed the Emperor Clans no one in my realm could face, his achievements brilliant. Did 

he not kill brilliantly enough back then?” Someone retorted. 

“What a joke, facing the enemy is only to be expected, it is the duty of everyone in our realm, an 

obligated duty. Moreover, this is already something of the past. What I speak of is now. He actually 

attacked Jin Taijun, this type of virtuous senior, it is truly disgraceful!” An elder said with a stern face. 

There was naturally a group of people who jumped out, agreeing with his words. 

“Virtuous Jin Taijun? This is the biggest joke! Just what has Jin Taijun done? She doesn’t have any care 

for her status, continuously acting domineeringly, trying to cause trouble for Huang many times. In 

Desolate Border, she even more so directly surrendered, selling out Huang who achieved great merit to 

the other side, utterly shameless! There are even more so rumors going around now, stating that Jin 

Family has colluded with the creatures of darkness. I feel like Huang fought her well, the only regret is 

that he wasn’t able to kill that old wretch!” 

When these words were spoken, there were great weaves. Many people spoke out against Jin Taijun. 



“Shut your mouth, how can Jin Taijun be someone you all can humiliate? What proof do you all have? 

What right do you all have to slander the virtuous senior Jin Taijun?” 

“To be shameless to this degree, fine, let me ask you all, what proof do you all have? Did you personally 

see Huang chase after Jin Taijun?” 

It was clear that there were people who were purposely muddling the waters, wishing to drag Huang 

into the water. 

There were some families which wanted to emphasize their own people’s innocence, also using this 

chance to attack Huang. 

They were about to leave, so perhaps they still had one final chance to make a move. Either way, Huang 

had no fate with Immortal Domain, so they didn’t mind stepping on him a bit. 

The focus of this was a bit strong, one could generally make out which families they belonged to. 

“Heh, you all glorify Huang too much. In my opinion, he is nothing more than a sinner!” Someone spoke 

out. 

These words provoked public anger. Some people shouted, “What sin does Huang have?” 

“He killed those with merit. When the creatures of darkness were invading, he first captured Wang Da, 

then ambushed Wang Wu and others. Those are Wang Family’s Nine Dragons, individuals who 

established great contributions before in Desolate Border, fought with their lives for our world, yet 

Huang acted so viciously, not thinking for the greater situation at all. He only thinks about his own 

selfish gains, harming those of outstanding service.” 

When some people heard this, they couldn’t help but furrow their brows. It was because things were 

getting worse and worse. These words were clearly intended to muddle the waters further. 

These words provoked too many people. 

“Hateful. When have the Wang Family’s Nine Dragons established great contributions in Desolate 

Border? From the past until now, when have you all heard anything? The reason they even appeared in 

Desolate Border, wasn’t it because they were exiled there? Originally, Wang Family didn’t even plan to 

send out troops, leaving many people’s hearts cold!” 

What he said was the truth. In the past, when Meng Tianzheng fought bloodily in Desolate Border, Wang 

Family’s dragons actually took this chance to raid Great Elder’s back garden -- Heavenly Deity Institution, 

all because they wanted to kill Huang. 

Under that type of greater situation, they even dared to do such a thing. Just how brazen were they? 

In the end, out of rage, Great Elder hurried back to Heavenly Deity Institution, personally taking action 

to slaughter them. Finally, he forced out Immortal Wang, their capital offenses pardoned, but were 

banished to Desolate Border. n/-0𝔳𝓮𝑳𝒷In 

However, after all these years, even after the great war ended, there were not many great contributions 

to be heard of from them, only them repeatedly harming Shi Hao. 



When there were people who retorted these things, there were still people who jumped out. 

“Even if that is the case, Huang is still in the wrong. The things of the past are things of the past, why is 

he still capturing Wang Da, Wang Wu, and the others? He isn’t paying any attention to the greater 

situation.” A self-claimed White Lotus Virgin Mary stood out, speaking like this. 

“Caring for the greater situation my ass, do you even want any face? You can even utter these types of 

words?! Why did he have to capture Wang Da? It was because he was the one who provoked things 

first, okay? He wanted to capture Cao Yusheng, but was in the end captured by Huang instead, he 

deserved it, guilty and entirely appropriate punishment! Moreover, after all these years, how many 

creatures of darkness has he killed? All he is doing is holding an office, enjoying the privileges without a 

stroke of work! There were already many people who began to doubt if they were colluding with the 

creatures of darkness. The end result was that in broken Xumi Mountain, Wang Wu, Wang Family’s Old 

Eight, and others were caught red-handed.” 

When the White Lotus Virgin Mary heard this, she flew into a rage out of humiliation. 

“A bunch of nonsense, there is no proof at all! Moreover, let me ask you, why did Huang have to 

suppress Wang Shi? He clearly doesn’t care for the greater situation at all, he just wants to kill my 

realm’s heroic genius!” 

“You are still saying there is no proof? A darkness supreme being appeared on broken Xumi Mountain, 

was it not someone Wang Family colluded with? There’s proof right there! Also, that Wang Shi, he didn’t 

appear when Desolate Border faced trouble, only coming to look down on the world when everything 

was calm, what kind of heroic genius is that? Also, he wanted to capture the Lunar Jade Rabbit on 

broken Xumi Mountain, and only then did that provoke Huang, angering him into taking action. Could it 

be that for the sake of the greater situation,he should just watch as this so-called heroic genius captures 

his friends? Is Wang Shi acting for the sake of the big picture? What kind of reasoning is this?!” 

“Exactly! Just a long life child who hasn’t established an ounce of contributions, never even killed any 

creatures of darkness after he appeared in the world! Yet he wants to capture Huang’s friends, telling 

Huang to see the greater situation, that others cannot interfere, isn’t this the biggest joke of the 

universe? What a pure White Lotus Virgin Mary!” 

Everyone was incited, the White Lotus Virgin Mary starting to find it hard to argue back. 

However, they still said with a sneer, “Hmph, regardless, in the end, Huang is still a thankless wretch. 

When Desolate Border’s great battle ended, Meng Tianzheng dying in battle, Senior Immortal Wang had 

previously wanted to take him in, have him enter Wang Family, but he not only refused, he still opposes 

his children like this. He doesn’t know any gratitude, has the heart of a wolf and the lungs of a dog.” 

“White Lotus Virgin Mary, do you all still have any skin on your face?” 

It was clear that this time, everyone felt like she crossed the line. 

Now that Huang returned, did he still need anyone’s sheltering? Where couldn’t he go? 

“Senior Immortal Wang might have even wanted to pass down the Chaos Calming Art, this is treasuring 

geniuses, yet this shameless person doesn’t understand gratitude, in the end even opposing Wang 

Family!” The White Lotus Virgin Mary said. 



Many people couldn’t continue watching this. Wang Family was opposing Huang, how much hostility 

they bore in the past was something the entire world knew, even a child able to see it. However, she 

was quibbling like this, it was a bit shameful. 

In the past, Immortal Academy and Sacred Academy, these two had said that Wang Family were too 

rushed this time. Wasn’t this just to trap Huang in Wang Family, scheme against his Imperishable 

Scripture and other things? The way they did things was too obvious. 

“At that time, if Senior Immortal Wang wanted to kill Huang, it was as easy as just turning his head, yet 

he didn’t. He even went so far as to offer to take in Huang who Wang Family bore enmity against, he 

truly is benevolent and magnanimous.” White Lotus Virgin Mary said. 

“Did that Immortal Wang dare?” 

When the Desolate Border War ended, Huang established extraordinary merit. Who dared to offend the 

world and kill him? 

Immortal Academy, Sacred Academy, their two supreme beings were extremely close to Meng 

Tianzheng, they definitely wouldn’t agree to this. 

Moreover, at that time, Huang’s cultivation made huge breakthroughs, no one under supreme being 

level could kill him. If he really died, then how many people could even do it? Meanwhile, on the 

surface, the ones who bore grudges against Huang at the time were only Jin Family and Wang Family. 

At that time, Jin Taijun was seriously injured and dying, body and spirit almost destroyed, no way she 

could do anything. 

If Huang really was killed, the first suspect would be Immortal Wang. No matter what he thought, during 

that period, he didn’t dare take action. 

Otherwise, he would be shown disdain by everyone under heaven. At the very least, if Wang Family still 

wanted to stand strong in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, then he didn’t dare go against the greater 

situation. 

The Huang at that time, had a huge advantage. 

If Immortal Wang was truly deranged, not caring about the consequences, then his Wang Family 

definitely wouldn’t have it easy. Immortal Academy and Sacred Academy’s two supreme beings, even if 

they can’t kill him, they would definitely slaughter his disciples. 

“Immortal Wang’s intentions were obvious! Back then, his so-called kindness was nothing more than a 

joke!” 

“When Desolate Border’s great war ended, Wang Family was already impatient, their table manners too 

poor. What they wanted to do was something even children could understand. By painting this type of 

pretty picture of him, it makes me embarrassed to live on the same earth as you.” 

The main character Shi Hao noticed something was off a long time ago. There were people purposely 

stirring the waters. His actions were simple and direct, rushing straight for the source of it all. 

Chapter 1848 - One Sword to Seal the Throat 



Shi Hao went straight for the source, not to truly unleash slaughter, but rather to shake some things out. 

Thirty years ago, he returned to the lower realms from the three thousand provinces. The first time he 

arrived at the edge of the darkness region, he had previously personally seen long life families collude 

with the creatures of darkness, conducting transactions. 

It was also at that time that he obtained the rotten wooden chest again. 

Back then, just how daring were those people? They were willing to hand over such an important item 

to conduct business with the creatures of darkness, they were truly shockingly daring. 

In the past, Shi Hao recorded some figures with a crystal ball, including the conversations, all of it 

engraved within. This was basically the same as recording the scenes of that time. 

He had always kept it on him, not releasing it. 

At that time, Immortal Domain still hadn’t sent out troops, no one approaching this realm. If things were 

revealed ahead of time, then it would be completely meaningless. 

At that time, the Nine Heavens’ families’ covered the heavens with their hands, even daring to touch 

this rotten wooden chest. If anyone exposed the matter, the information might have been immediately 

put down. 

Even though later on, things were different, Immortal Domain sending out troops, Shi Hao was still not 

strong enough. Regardless of whether it was being targeted by the long life families or being careful of 

Immortal Domain’s people, there was definitely great danger. 

Now, he was already a supreme being, not needing to fear the families of the Nine Heavens. Meanwhile, 

Immortal Domain’s cultivators were about to completely withdraw as well, meaning that it was precisely 

the time to make use of their last bit of energy. 

That day, in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, there was a piece of world shocking news. 

Jin Family, Wang Family, Wind Clan, and others, a group of long life families had previously came into 

contact with the creatures of darkness, having close dealings. This was exposed. 

A crystal ball created a huge storm. 

This was definitely a huge matter. Even though there were always rumors in this world that certain clans 

might have colluded with the creatures of darkness, they didn’t expect such direct proof. 

Even at broken Xumi Mountain, the darkness supreme being who followed Wang Family’s Old Eight left 

some doubtful, believing this to not be the best evidence. 

There were some who supported Huang, believing that Wang Family and Jin Family should be punished, 

but they still didn’t really believe that they had close dealings with the creatures of darkness. 

Now, a crystal appeared, on it recorded scenes from thirty years ago. There were clear figures, real 

conversations. This immediately triggered a huge commotion. 

This caused a huge controversy, like world shocking ocean waves! 



In the eyes of the people of this world, long life families were divine and powerful, high up above. They 

previously produced true immortals, so how could they betray the Nine Heavens? 

There were some people that knew that the so-called immortal dao families were even more 

complicated inside. It was similarly a world of mutual deception, similarly dark, similarly had blood and 

swords, even more ruthless. 

However, most people in this world didn’t understand this, because the difference between them was 

too far. They always thought that they were holy and high up above, the cornerstone that protected the 

Nine Heavens. 

When this crystal ball was produced, displaying a hundred forms, revealing the truth, many people were 

shocked, their beliefs crumbling. 

“This is definitely fake. There was someone who forged it! How can such a small crystal stone be used as 

proof? It really is a joke!” Someone jumped out. 

It was clear that these families were scared. Now, this world was a bit too sensitive, too many things 

going on. It was already time to enter Immortal Domain, yet this type of thing happened, it was basically 

a sword to the throat! 

The most crucial thing was that now that this information was revealed, it might just directly cut off 

their path of life. 

If it was proven true, then Immortal Domain definitely wouldn’t overlook it, definitely interrogate them 

closely. 

That was why almost immediately, a great storm began. While the people of this world were shaken, 

there were some families that did everything they could to settle the situation. 

“This is just a crystal stone, nothing more. It cannot prove anything, someone forged it!” 

Someone berated. This was a virtuous older generation expert who had cultivated for an extremely long 

time, his reputation great. In the end, he was invited out by long life families to criticize this type of 

‘slander’. 

“Long life families have always served as the defenders of this realm, protected the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths for a great era, they’ve paid too much in blood and tears, how could they betray this world, 

willing to have dealings with those damn darkness creatures? This is impossible, there is clearly 

someone who is trying to dirty the water, slandering those immortal dao families!” 

A well-known figure who was known to be strictly impartial and incorruptible stood out, the lord of a 

divine city. He loudly berated out, severely criticizing the one who handed this crystal over as a schemer 

who didn’t know what was right and wrong. 

The world immediately became chaotic, directly erupting. It became incredibly noisy, clamoring and 

shaking the heavens. 

Many people felt like this matter was too shocking. There were some who were doubtful, some who 

were horrified, some understanding clearly, some in disbelief. 



Several days later, a second divine crystal appeared, placed in the hands of a giant city, revealing an 

even more shocking reality. It continued from the last one, this crystal stone’s engravings too clear. 

Many people felt as if they were right there, feeling like this wasn’t forged. 

Moreover, inside that crystal stone, they saw some rather familiar, well-known people’s faces, people 

from immortal dao families. 

Hong! 

This triggered huge waves. 

This time, the world became chaotic, many regions entering disorder. Was this real? Even the long life 

families were like this, just how corrupt were the Nine Heavens? 

The mental blow it dealt made many people tremble, feeling great fear. If not for Immortal Domain 

sending troops, back then, would those long life families really defect? 

“Despicable, this is a shameless type of slandering, throwing dirt in pure water. I believe there will be 

public justice in this world. The long life families defend the Nine Heavens, they took an oath to never 

change. Just like their dead ancestors, their heads could be removed, blood could flow, but they 

definitely cannot betray the land!” 

Immediately, there was someone who stood out, harshly criticizing the fraud who didn’t know right and 

wrong. 

The long life families’ responses were swift. When the second crystal stone appeared, before someone 

could copy it, they quickly took action, seizing it. 

Moreover, that day, a fake supreme being appeared, following up this matter. 

This person had lived from the archaic times until now, someone with a terrifyingly high background, 

moreover just a hair away from reaching the Supreme Being Realm, having a venerable position. 

The most crucial thing was that in all these years, he had friendly relations with many clans, his network 

extremely vast. 

That day, he asked out some old friends, all of them living fossil level existences, their reputations 

extremely great. These people joined together, solemnly vowing that they investigated this strictly. 

“Did you all hear? Senior Zheng De has left his seclusion, even an elder like him was startled, inviting out 

many big names, wishing to appraise the authenticity of those two divine crystals together, give 

everyone an explanation!” 

“Senior Zheng De, that is but a half supreme being who had lived from the archaic times until now! It is 

rumored that he has already stepped into the supreme being domain, but unfortunately suffered from 

great dao injuries, falling back down. However, this is a public-spirited, selfless and fair senior, known as 

a man of great virtue.” 

This news produced great cries of alarm. Many people were looking forward to this, believing that with 

this type of senior with a great reputation appearing, it would definitely bring the truth to everyone. 



“The truth will be revealed in two days!” A big name who came out together with Zheng De half 

supreme being said, giving everyone the guarantee that they will selflessly speak the truth. 

During these two days, things were truly chaotic. Everyone was discussing this in the heavens above and 

earth below. This was a sky shattering major affair. 

Meanwhile, there were some long life families that felt as if there was a tempest within them. 

Everyone’s faces were incomparably gloomy, all of them feeling that things were now extremely bad. 

The only fortunate thing was that their reactions were fast enough, bringing out a prestigious individual 

like Zheng De, asking him to inspect the divine crystal’s ‘authenticity’, to restore the ‘truth’. 

This was definitely not their final trump card, they still had other methods. They had well-known 

individuals of a similar level, continuously inviting them out, making follow up arrangements. 

The only thing they were worried about was that time was too pressing. The one who exposed the 

crystal stone was keeping track of time, making it hard for them to even breathe. n𝓞𝑣𝐄-𝓵𝔟.In 

Time was just too close. If Immortal Domain’s people were alarmed, would they still be able to enter 

that realm? They were extremely worried that everything might amount to nothing. 

“We have to hurry and uncover that person, stop him from exposing more crystals!” 

The great families clenched their teeth. They hated that person bitterly, inwardly transferring great 

troops, strictly examining the disturbance. 

Two days later, the moment everyone was waiting for arrived. They were all waiting for the truth to be 

publicly announced. 

The various lands could not calm down, because this affected too much. This was an unprecedented 

great storm. 

Time was even more pressing, the two day period had ended. 

Zheng De and a big name had serious expressions on their faces. They stood on a grand altar, supporting 

two crystals with a jade plate, declaring the result before everyone. 

“Based on our appraisal, the engravings in the divine crystal are fake, forged by someone to slander the 

long life families!” Zheng De said seriously. 

Hong! 

This immediately triggered a huge uproar. 

“What did I say? How could the long life families possibly do this type of thing? Who isn’t aware that 

they are the shields of our Nine Heavens, defending our world’s dignity with their flesh and blood?!” 

“The immortal dao families are eternally glorious, defending the peace of our realm!” 

... 

The troops the various great families arranged before all moved, immediately proclaiming their great 

merit, their past glory. 



Apart from this, there were some cultivators with great reputations who stepped out, supporting the 

long life families. 

However, the hidden individual didn’t seem to mind these voices, nor did he care if the people of the 

world were deceived. Several days later, a third crystal appeared. 

“It’s fake, this person is extremely shameless, slandering the immortal dao families, saying they betrayed 

the Nine Heavens. He definitely harbors hidden motives!” Zheng De half supreme being said with a strict 

voice, standing out and retorting. 

The other well-known individuals expressed their opinions, speaking out in righteousness, supporting 

the long life families. 

The same day a fourth as well as the final crystal appeared. Zheng De and the others’ fine hairs 

immediately stood on end. 

The long life families that were involved were immediately horrified, panicking greatly. They couldn’t sit 

still anymore, now completely losing their cool. 

It was because the crystal stones were connected imprints. The final one clearly recorded a certain 

family coming with the rotten wooden chest, about to hand it over to the creatures of darkness. 

This immediately caused the world to erupt! 

The rotten wooden chest was something that Immortal Domain was looking into. During these thirty 

years, there were too many matters surrounding it! 

Now, the crucial point was that with the appearance of the fourth crystal, it was as if a comet smashed 

into the great earth. Several families became horrified. 

Even if the past crystals were proven to be fake, now that this fourth crystal stone appeared, Immortal 

Domain would definitely get involved. 

This was too vicious! 

The other party had this crystal stone, yet he didn’t bring it out earlier, only waiting until now to reveal 

it. He clearly wanted to end them. 

The long life families knew that the other party grasped the timing just too well, basically using them. He 

let them clean up the filth a bit, prove their innocence, and only after this matter fermented to a certain 

degree, did he bring the true sword to seal their throats. 

If there was no public clamoring, how would he get the entire world’s attention? Only by continuing the 

dispute, after the entire world became aware, did he reveal the fourth crystal stone. The effects were 

extremely great. 

Now that it involved the rotten wooden chest, Immortal Domain would inevitably intervene! 

As soon as a true immortal was involved, as for what was true and false, a bit of investigating and it 

would all be revealed. 

“So vicious!” 



Within some long life families, quite a few people were frightened until their faces turned white. 

Chapter 1849 - The Price of Blood 

Those long life families sensed that disaster might be at hand. They were restless and uneasy, feeling 

great panic inside. If there really was a deep investigation carried out, then they might be exposed. 

That day, everyone became scared. They began to hold secret meetings, seriously discussing things, 

trying to decide how they were going to deal with the impending crisis. 

In their eyes, the one who took action was too ruthless, wounding them again and again, and then 

delivered the fatal blow at the most crucial time. If they didn’t deal with this situation properly, then 

there might truly be a great disaster. 

“I feel like we can’t obstinately continue like this, those who are unrelated to us, when needed, have to 

be given up on. Giving up their lives for the family when needed is worth it.” 

When these words were spoken, a few people’s faces immediately changed. 

The outside world was naturally shocked. The rotten wooden chest was even about to be given to the 

creatures of darkness? It was truly brazen, just going too far. 

Could it be that all of this was real? 

Now, many people had heard about that thing. It was what Shi Hao brought back from Desolate Border 

after risking life and limb. 

In the end, the rotten wooden chest ended up in the hands of the immortal dao families, a few clans 

controlling it together. However, it suddenly vanished thirty years ago, no results when it was 

investigated, and then covered up. 

Later on, Immortal Domain was startled, but they settled the matter by leaving it as is. 

In the eyes of some Immortal Domain experts, the wooden chest should still be there, but it was just 

hidden by a certain clan. For the sake of entering Immortal Domain, they would use it as the final 

bargaining chip. 

Now, there was this type of scandal! 

“Is this matter true or not?” In the outside world, nobody could calm down, great waves stirring within 

them. 

If it was true, then those families really left them horrified, becoming devils. What immortal dao 

families? They were simply the emissaries of hell. 

After the inspections of Zheng De and some other big names, they claimed that the stone was fake, 

restoring the innocence of the long life families. However now, why did the people still feel so 

frightened? 

Everyone had a feeling that this matter didn’t end yet, that it was too frightening! 



Zheng De and others lived for an endless amount of time, their experiences too vast. Now, they felt like 

it was already too late to stop. They vaguely felt a mysterious chilliness that made them shiver inwardly. 

Were they going to continue stepping out? He braced himself, and then berated outwards a few more 

times. Then, he was scared, panicking inwardly. 

He now felt regret. He coveted the benefits the immortal dao families granted him, helping them ‘clear 

up the slander’, ‘rallying’ for them. However now, he placed himself in a precarious situation. 

“Cut down the demons and monsters, get rid of the long life families!” There were some people who 

screamed out, for example, Cao Yusheng and others. They clapped their hands, feeling like the immortal 

dao families might be done for. 

These families quickly reacted, making some decisions that day. 

With Jin Family in the lead, Jin Taijun established a decree to examine the family, see if there really were 

some disciples that were harming the family. Once they were found, there would definitely be harsh 

repercussions. 

In the end, Wind Clan’s old ancestor was even more decisive, going to carry out an investigation in the 

clan. If there were any disciples who colluded with the creatures of darkness, then they would be killed 

without exception! 

... 

Their immediate reactions really weren’t slow. 

The immortal dao families were now scared. Instead of letting others expose this scandal, it was better 

for them to just ‘investigate on their own’, give the outside world an explanation. 

There were some big names that became regretful, their hearts pounding, backs going cold, feeling 

more and more horrified. They ignored their consciousness to help these families wash away the filth, 

but now, they themselves were caught in a disaster. 

Immortal Domain made a reaction. It wasn’t that fast, but not slow either. There were several groups of 

people, all powerful individuals that rushed towards several long life families. 

The world was in an uproar! 

Did these clans really have problems? Many people were alarmed. Then, the outside world immediately 

became quiet. Everyone was watching, quietly waiting for the result. 

Now, Shi Hao didn’t take anymore action. He knew that the events he predicted were currently playing 

out. 

The events of the past, if they really were going to investigate it, how could nothing be produced? There 

would definitely be some clues. Immortal Domain didn’t lack top level experts, they naturally had their 

own methods. 



Now, Shi Hao went to visit his friends, going to see the Heavenly Horned Ant, Tuogu Yulong and the 

others. The long life families didn’t set up camp to ambush him, they had too much to worry about, 

already in chaos. 

Now, no one could care about him anymore. The immortal dao families that were hostile against him 

were all struggling, the entire world about to become chaotic for them. 

“One sword from the west, heaven ascension in the skies beyond. It is too vicious, haha, giving them this 

type of blow, excellent!” Tuogu Yulong laughed loudly. 

“Come, brother Huang, let’s drink a glass, wait for those families’ dark side to be exposed. Today, we are 

going to drink our fill! Haha...” 

When they saw Shi Hao, learning that this was done by him, they all felt excitement. 

In the outside world, the clans were all waiting for the result. They all knew that there was going to be 

great chaos. The justification from the long life families before might mean huge problems. 

Right at this time, Jin Family’s internal investigation was completed, discovering that there were 

unworthy children who perhaps really did something that shamed their ancestors. 

This was the first case. It was news they released themselves, trying to be the first to end this scandal, 

prevent themselves from ending up in a passive situation when Immortal Domain really investigated 

things. 

Then, Wind Clan also divulged information. They were even more grieved, discovering that there were 

three disciples in the clan who had been corrupted by the creatures of darkness, having dealings with 

them. 

This was even a step further than Jin Family, unveiling a corner of the storm, directly admitting that their 

clan had dealings with the creatures of darkness, expressing they they were going to be seriously 

punished. The ones who ought to die will die! n/-0𝔳𝓮𝑳𝒷In 

The people of the world were shocked. These long life families who were high up above, incredibly 

divine, the cornerstone of the Nine Heavens, really weren’t perfect! 

A great storm began. The people of the world clamored. 

During the previous explanations, the great clans didn’t admit anything, but now, it seemed like 

everything was to cover things up, not taking responsibility. The cover up only made matters worse. 

For these immortal dao families, this was a great crisis. 

The people of the world believed that the crystal stone’s imprints were most likely true. This... was sky 

shattering! 

At this time, apart from the long life families being badly burned, the well-known figures were also 

panicking, full of helplessness. 

Not long ago, their words were still bold, stating they defended justice, berating the one who produced 

the crystals, saying that it was all slander, that it was despicable, insulting immortal dao families. 



Now, all of their faces turned pale, their lips shaking. They were at a loss for words, completely 

speechless. 

“They are all swindlers, what virtuous and glorious older great names? They are all a group of lying 

hypocrites!” 

“Even these people can be considered great individuals? They actually did this type of thing, what 

selflessness and impartiality is there to speak of, what justice and fairness of this world? These people 

are too despicable!” 

... 

In the blink of an eye, the group of big names became the target of scorn and criticism. 

This was especially the case for Zheng De. He was known as a person of great virtue, his network vast, 

close to the well-known people of all different clans. However, the favor he did for the long life families 

resulted in great pressure. 

He just knew that the long life families weren’t clean, but since he received scriptures and great dao 

artifacts, he naturally had to help them avoid calamities. He did his best to shout out, speaking with 

righteousness, saying that the divine crystals’ imprints were forged, that this was purely slander. 

Now, even the long life families themselves began to admit things, starting to maintain order, making his 

face fall ashen. Then, it became a deathly white color. The prestige he carefully accumulated up till now 

all went up into thin air. 

Without a doubt, the so-called great virtuous title was gone. Many people loathed him. Even this type of 

person had no bottom line, doing such shameful things, leaving the people in disdain. 

“Damned Zheng De, an age without cultivation is approaching, so why is your lifespan still not gone?!” 

There were people who cursed out in anger. 

The immortal dao families didn’t stop, continuously responding. Jin Family’s Jin Taijun gave the order, 

continuously killing five thirteenth generation heirs, moreover asked Immortal Domain for forgiveness. 

Jin Taijun’s old tears flew across the sky, claiming that the children of later generations have been 

deceived, that was why they did this type of disgraceful thing, saying that she was willing to pay the 

price, receive punishment. 

Meanwhile, Wind Clan’s old ancestor personally killed a grandson of his, and six ninth generation heirs, 

these could be said to be his direct descendants, their statuses in the clan rather high. 

However, what could this do? Everyone believed that they were corrupted by the creatures of darkness, 

this kind of explanation couldn’t change the things that happened in the past. 

Many people felt like these two clans were most likely finished. 

“What about Wang Family, what kind of reaction did they have?” Tuogu Yulong was curious, not hearing 

about any activity from their side. 



Cao Yusheng sneered and said, “I reckon that they don’t know what to do either. Their Immortal Wang 

has remained ambitious and ruthless for an entire great era, yet in the end, he still can’t enter Immortal 

Domain, they must be vomiting blood over this thought right now!” 

“Let’s go and take a look!” Shi Hao said. He knew that when others were targeting him before, Wang 

Family was definitely pushing the wave and adding to the billows. 

Since Wang Family didn’t display any reactions even now, he didn’t mind looking for opportunities 

himself. 

Wang Family was an ancient inheritance originating from Immortal Domain. They were powerful beyond 

compare, the Chaos Calming Art had shocked the world for two whole great eras. 

On the ground, over ten thousand spiritual mountains were suffused with auspicious energy, surging 

with divine radiance, clearly a pure land suited for cultivation. One could vaguely hear waves of draconic 

cries from between the mountain peaks. 

Thick streaks of draconic energy could be seen, winding through towering and imposing mountains, the 

scene astonishing. 

“Wang Family really is quite something, auspicious light swirling about. This is an omen for a great 

undertaking!” Cao Yusheng snickered. 

“En?” 

Suddenly, Shi Hao was shocked. His divine awareness was powerful, exceptionally sharp. He could hear 

weeping sounds even from extremely far away, carrying great sadness. 

Then, he got closer. There were troops of people slowly arriving from the void in the horizon, 

continuously scattering ritual money offerings for the dead. These people brought back five great 

vermilion-colored coffins. 

There were great sobs of grief that echoed through the heavens. 

“What is going on? Are these Wang Family’s people?” The Heavenly Horned Ant revealed an expression 

of shock. 

Soon afterwards, they received news, immediately becoming stunned. The five great vermilion-colored 

coffins buried Wang Family’s five important individuals in this great era, respectively Wang Er, Wang 

San, Wang Si, Wang Liu, and Wang Qi![1] 

“Who killed them?” Tuogu Yulong was immediately shocked, his eyes widening, in a bit of disbelief. 

“Wang Family immediately had five dragons die?” Cao Yusheng was shocked. Wasn’t this the same as 

stabbing Immortal Wang right in the heart? Killing his own children, who did this? 

Immediately afterwards, they obtained conclusive information. They were all shocked, becoming 

stunned, all in disbelief. 

Wang Family’s five dragons were personally killed by Immortal Wang. He was the one who held the 

sword, one blade to each of them, ending their body and spirit, dying without whole corpses! 



“This... who can tell me what is going on? Did Immortal Wang go mad? It truly leaves one shocked!” The 

news was too shocking, making one feel like it wasn’t real. 

Soon afterwards, they found out that when the first divine crystal appeared, the very first day, when 

Immortal Wang heard of this, he immediately subdued his own children, bringing them before Immortal 

Domain’s experts, interrogating them right there and then, and then cut them down, one blade to each! 

Only, this matter wasn’t released to the world. Only many days later, only now did Wang Family bring 

back the corpses and this news saw the light of day. 

“He truly is fierce!” Shi Hao said with a sigh. He realized that Immortal Wang was even more frightening 

than he imagined, more formidable. 

Jin Taijun and Wind Clan’s old ancestors were doing their best to clean off the filth. They invited people 

out, refuted everything, and then even more so shed tears, killing their own posterity, tossing and 

turning about for a long time. 

However, Immortal Wang directly killed five of his own sons right from the get-go. When they compared 

the two, it truly left one baffled. 

“Immortal Wang, this person really is terrifying. He looks pretty and peerless, like a seventeen or 

eighteen year old youngster, but as soon as he makes a decision, the heavens will fall and the earth 

rend, truly leaving one shaken.” Cao Yusheng sighed in admiration, a bit shaken. 

Two days later, there was news that was released. Jin Family and Wind Clan received decrees. The two 

clans have no opportunity of entering Immortal Domain. The decrees also stated for the two old 

ancestors to do the deed themselves, to start with their own people. All those who colluded with the 

creatures of darkness are to be killed without exception! 

Chapter 1850 - Respectively Heading Onto Their Own Paths 

Those people howled in grief, crying in sorrow, their voices resounding through the clouds as they 

arrived from the void. 

There were five great vermilion coffins. It was extremely stifling, carrying the ruined bodies of five 

dragons, not even leaving them with an intact corpse, to the extent where there was only a pool of 

blood left in the coffins. 

Who would have thought that the glorious Wang Family five dragons who shook the entire world, their 

roars resounding through the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, would die just like this, moreover under 

Immortal Wang’s own hands! 

“Ah...” There were people who wept, shedding tears of blood. However, what could they do? 

Were they going to get revenge? This would mean going against their very ancestor! The five dragons’ 

descendants felt all types of feelings, their emotions sour, bitter, and complicated. They actually fell to 

this extent. 

However, they knew that Wang Family avoided this disaster! 



The causes that were similar before, ended differently for different parties. Things were just this hard to 

predict. 

Immortal Domain’s decree descended. The atmosphere in Jin Family, Wind Clan, and the others were all 

downcast and bleak. It was actually this result, they had to do it themselves, carry out a great purge. 

Meanwhile, the Wang Family Immortal Wang was from, was not among these families. 

That day Jin Taijun seemed to have aged a hundred thousand years, her entire old face creased, snow-

white hair becoming dried up, falling with the wind. She was like a lamp that had reached the end of its 

fuel. 

Pu! 

In front of her, a man’s head flew, accompanied by a low roar, as well as the cries of terror from within 

the clan. Jin Taijun’s numb hand brandished a long blade. 

That day, she personally took action, killing many descendants, among them her own grandsons, even 

her own daughter. 

Her bloodline was almost completely massacred. 

Immortal Wang did it himself, killing five children, while she was forced to do so. She had to kill all of her 

people who had dealings with the creatures of darkness. It was truly a spectacle too horrible to endure, 

this lineage’s people withering away. 

There was also Wind Clan. The clan’s old ancestor similarly received a decree from Immortal Domain, 

forcing him to kill all those who colluded with the creatures of darkness. 

This so-called old ancestor had achieved the dao for many years, but today, his dao heart collapsed. It 

was because he had seven sons in total, all of them on the list of execution. 

He previously had many children, but some of them died of old age before him, others died 

prematurely. The seven children were like a sky reaching great tree in this clan, but in the end, they 

were all killed. 

This was a scene of howling wind and torrential rain, engulfing the entire cultivation world. 

This wasn’t an exaggeration, many cultivators sensing something. During these days, rain poured down 

from the heavens, carrying a faint scarlet red color. This was the result of so many powerful individuals 

in this world dying, creating this irregular scene. 

Two great families directly collapsed, too many people dying! 

The people also sensed the terror of Immortal Domain’s experts from this, forcing the old ancestors of 

two clans to kill off their own descendants just like that, directly making two clans fall into decline. 

However, Jin Taijun and Wind Clan’s old ancestor both lived, not killed. Immortal Domain passed down a 

decree, saying that they were to establish merit to make up for their crimes, that they were to face the 

creatures of darkness. 



“How vicious. Immortal Domain’s people are not of the good sort, ruthless enough, iron-blooded. 

However, I like this, haha...” The one who could still laugh at this type of juncture was naturally Fatty 

Cao. 

They really had endured enough of these clans’ unpleasantness. Today, two clans were almost 

completely eradicated, making them cheer with joy, feel extremely carefree. 

The world was tossed and turned about, the cultivators from various clans were all inwardly shivering. 

There was actually this type of matter. The long life families really did betray this land, wishing to cast 

their lots with the creatures of darkness, kill them instead. 

“Sigh, Immortal Wang knows how to deal with matters, his will like steel, while Jin Taijun has a heart 

deserving of punishment, causing her own downfall. This is the difference!” 

Tuogu Yulong, Heavenly Horned Ant, and the others discussed this, feeling great restraining fear 

towards the former. 

Regardless. The rotten wooden chest had been lost. The people didn’t know where it was. 

Kacha! 

Great cracks appeared one after another, the result of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths clashing. The 

Cultivationless Age had begun, this process unstoppable. It was already two months since the long life 

families were purged, almost being extinguished from this world! 

Meanwhile, at this time, an age without cultivation was arriving with great steps. 

“Ah...” The people previously heard Zheng De half supreme being scream out. He didn’t have much of 

his lifespan left now, rapidly declining during these recent two months. His body continuously dried up. 

These changes were too terrifying. The great virtuous Zheng De almost died from old age! 

At the same time, some extremely terrifying things happened in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. There 

were quite a few well-known figures who died in meditation, dying of old age, eradicated in the 

Cultivationless Age. 

During this period, Immortal Domain truly withdrew their troops, now only a small group left to 

preserve the final balance. 

Without a doubt, they were going to withdraw as well, this world was finally going to become quiet. 

During these two months, Shi Hao continuously saw off groups of people. Tuogu Yulong, Wei Family’s 

remaining two phoenixes, they all waved goodbyes to him, and then ultimately entered Immortal 

Domain. 

Ten Crown King and Exiled Immortal, even though they only nodded, they were still rivals, competitors, 

so they understood each other. 

There were some people who Shi Hao went to see off, but some he didn’t care about, for example, Six 

Crown King Ning Chuan. If he had the chance, he might have just directly killed this person. 



Some of Immortal Domain’s inheritors came to guide them, so there were some people it wasn’t 

appropriate for Shi Hao to see off. Unless it was an intimate friend, he wouldn’t take the risk. 

“Brother, are you really not going?” 

That day, Shi Hao secretly saw off Qin Hao. He never expected his own younger brother to wish to enter 

Immortal Domain. 

It was because Qin Hao’s immortal bone’s origins were strange, Immortal Qin was able to create an 

opportunity for him, drawing the attention of an immortal king family that wished to research this bone. 

Immortal Qin had long set his resolution. He didn’t want a ‘long life disaster’ to happen. That was like a 

terrifying dream, one that constantly lingered within the depths of his nightmares. 

He had felt uneasy for an entire great era already! 

He was Immortal Qin, there was also Immortal Mu, and then Immortal Wang, this was what had left him 

distressed down to his innermost core. 

“Witch, who exactly was the one you used to like? Don’t tell me it was me? Haha...” Shi Hao saw the 

witch off, joking around. 

In the past, the witch said that she already had someone she liked with extremely thick skin, that Shi 

Hao wasn’t her type, saying this extremely directly. 

“Come then. When you attain heavenly merit and natural luck, slaughter your way from this realm into 

Immortal Domain, then you’ll be my type!” The witch laughed, rolling her eyes at Shi Hao. 

However, before leaving, she still put away her smile, no longer playing around. She released a light sigh, 

walked over, and then gave Shi Hao a gentle hug. Then she walked into the distance, saying, “You need 

to take care of yourself!” 

The witch left into the distance, thus disappearing. 

“Aren’t you leaving?” Shi Hao asked Cao Yusheng. He extracted the formations from Wang Da, Wang 

Wu, and Wang Family’s Old Eight’s body, engraving the formation imprints into Cao Yusheng’s body. 

Unfortunately, the other five dragons were directly personally killed by Immortal Wang, there was no 

way to obtain the ruined formation in their bodies. 

“I won’t leave anymore. My dao is in this realm. When the situation becomes bad, I just have to bury 

myself. After millions and millions of years, I’ll be a strong and courageous person once more!” Cao 

Yusheng slapped his chest. 

However, these were just words. His eyes became red. “Only, at that time, I don’t know if I’ll still 

remember you, if I’ll still remember myself, if I’ll forget the people I don’t want to forget. After a great 

era, perhaps two great eras, who would I still be able to meet?” 

Cao Yusheng didn’t leave, but he went into seclusion himself, temporarily disappearing from this world. 



Heaven Mending Dao, the entire sect migrated, all of their people going to enter Immortal Domain. Qing 

Yi was the last one to continue on her way. She continuously turned around, looking backwards, as if she 

was waiting for someone, wishing to see that figure. 

In the end, she fled, borrowing the formation, continuously moving through the void, temporarily 

leaving Heaven Mending Dao. 

She was scared that Shi Hao really would appear, that someone would ambush him, because the ones 

who were receiving them were an extremely powerful ancient inheritance. 

In reality, there was no one there to ambush him, but she still left this place. 

This was a secluded place. Qing Yi stood there alone. Not long afterwards, a figure descended, standing 

behind her, speaking gently. 

“Are you Qing Yi?” 

The white-clothed beauty turned around, her expression complicated. Her beautiful eyes moved about, 

having too many things to say, but in the end, what could she say? In the end, she was still going to 

leave. 

“The two of us still merged into one in the end.” Her beautiful eyes carried watery mist. 

“I already know. You are already no longer the past Qing Yi.” Shi Hao nodded, silently standing there, no 

longer saying anything. 

“Qing Yi was me to begin with!” That exceptional beauty acted strong, but there was a feeling of 

softness. She wanted to grab at something, prove something. 

“In this life, your desire is to achieve immortality?” Shi Hao asked. If one wanted to achieve immortality, 

then they had to head to Immortal Domain, there was no other choice. 

Qing Yi didn’t say anything for a long time. In the end, she raised her head, eyes carrying watery mist, 

sparkling beads tumbling down. They shone with brilliance, carrying sadness and great emotion. 

“I wish to achieve immortality, but I also feel extremely conflicted!” She had to make a difficult choice. 

In the end, she turned around, looking towards the horizon. 

“You will achieve immortality.” Shi Hao nodded. 

“Come with me, or, wait for me. I will come as someone able to protect you, let you enter Immortal 

Domain!” Qing Yi looked at him seriously. 

“There’s no need. My dao isn’t in that place. I need to search in this world, complete the great dao 

here.” Shi Hao shook his head. 

“Are you scared that I can’t do it? I definitely can!” Tears fell down Qing Yi’s face. 

“Just go. Even if it is in this Cultivationless Age of a place, I still won’t be trapped. The Cultivationless Age 

might not be real!” Shi Hao’s voice was resolute. 

Qing Yi didn’t say anything for a long time. 



She knew that this wasn’t realistic. After parting like this, it was most likely an eternal parting, they 

might never see each other again. 

At this time, sparkling beads continuously fell down her face as she looked at that person in an 

absentminded manner, as if she wanted to engrave him in her heart. Even after great eras passed one 

after another, she would still remember him, she would never forget. 

“I hope to meet you once more on the path of immortality, that we can still reunite at that time. I don’t 

have any other wishes, I only hope you can be at ease, that we can still meet after millions of years.” 

Qing Yi shed tears, and then said while sobbing. 

In the end, Qing Yi left, carrying deep emotions and sorrow. At this moment, she didn’t know if she was 

Qing Yi or Yue Chan, her figure becoming more and more distant. 

“I believe that after many years, I might feel regret. If there is still a chance for us to meet again, then I 

will definitely make another choice.” In the distance, she walked through the immortal gate, carrying 

disappointment and frustration, carrying endless regret. 

Each person had their own different path. The Nine Heavens became quiet. Those who could leave all 

left, leaving behind a mess. 

Immortal Domain’s great army finally completely withdrew! 

Meanwhile, at this time, the creatures of darkness also disappeared without a trace, the darkness 

matter all withdrawing. 

It was because the Cultivationless Age had arrived! 

Shi Hao was fishing alone on a dark coast. He saw many scenes, witnessed some truths. 

“Darkness contributes to everything.” He looked like he was fishing alone, one person fishing the life 

and death of ten thousand ages. 

 


